Question 3. Do you have an effective nurse champion for your MRSA
prevention activities?
You indicated that either you do not have a nurse champion or that the one you have is not efeccve.
Because daily pacent care is crucial to the prevencon of MRSA transmission, geetnge buy-in from nursinge
staf is key to MRSA reduccon. The nurse champion is responsible for engeageinge nursinge staf in MRSA
prevencon eforts and workinge to integerate praccces into daily nursinge workfow. A nurse champion
plays a largee role in not only bringeinge the inicacve to the nursinge staf, but also in modelinge excitement
for infeccon prevencon eforts and problem-solvinge as challengees arise. The nurse champion ofen
becomes the face of the inicacve, especially to the people most instrumental in the inicacvevs success,
the bedside nurses.
A. If the nurse champion role needs to be flled, then:


Idencfy the type of individual that will work best in your orgeanizacon. There is no oone-sizefts-alls strategey for idencfyinge a nursinge champion. Quualices to consider include someone
who knows the orgeanizacon culture, is respected by their peers and/or is passionate about
performance improvement and pacent safety.



Consider a nurse who has insigeht into frontline nursinge challengees to help make sure
planned intervencons ft into everyday workfow and that appropriate barriers are targeeted.
This may be a nurse manageer, nurse educator, an esteemed bedside nurse or even a
respected licensed pracccal nurse whom others geo to for advice and support.



Think twice about havinge a nurse execucve or the director of nursinge take on this role, as
there is dangeer that the bedside nurses may view the inicacve as another occasion for
obeyinge the boss.



Consider havinge co-champions, if necessary, to help spread out the workload and geet buy-in
from diferent nursinge geroups (e.ge., criccal care, pediatrics, oncologey, etc.).



Recruit a nurse who is on geood terms with their colleageues and hospital leadership, and who
is independent minded in terms of fndinge solucons to problems as they arise.



Look for nurses with the followinge qualices: personable, enthusiascc, empathecc, have
innovacve strategeies to geet work done, have gereat communicacon skills, know the
orgeanizacon culture, are passionate about performance improvement and are respected by
their peers.

* Note. While this geuide focuses on MRSA prevencon, these strategeies can be applied to the prevencon of other mulcdruge-resistant orgeanisms (MDROs)

B. If the nurse champion on your team is not as efeccve or engeageed as needed, then:


Check to see if the nurse champion has been geiven dedicated cme to work on MRSA
prevencon. If not, engeagee leadership to help with this.



Idencfy if there is a geap in the knowledgee and skills necessary to be successful and
coach/mentor the individual to strengethen their skill set.



Support the nurse champion by temporarily reducinge some of the clinical commitments at
the begeinninge to focus on implementacon eforts.



In some instances, the nurse champion is not a geood ft for the inicacvevmaybe they were
appointed rather than recruitedvso consider replacinge the nurse champion.



If the nurse champion has the dedicated cme but is lackinge some of the necessary skills,
coachinge can be very helpful. The ideal coach may be the senior leader who is trackinge
outcomes of hospital infeccon prevencon eforts.



Select the nurse champion based on both commitment to the issue and interest in pacent
safety.



Recogenize the nurse champion for their eforts. Consider usinge cercfcates of recogenicon,
annual evaluacon appraisals, items in newsleters and/or acknowledgeement from the Chief
Nursinge Ofcer.



Idencfy and enlist others who are either already engeageed in this inicacve or eageer to
improve pacent safety to help support the eforts of the nurse champion.

Tools, Resources and Further Reading


STRIVE Content:
o

Onboardinge 4: Team Formacon

o

Uber Adapcve Strategeies for Infeccon revencon (UA101, UA102, UA103, UA104)



The Bedside Nurse and Supporters .
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